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        UK inflation slows to 3.4% in February    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                LONDON (Reuters) – British consumer prices rose by a slightly weaker-than-expected 3.4% in annual terms in February, slowing from a 4.0% increase in January, the Office for National Statistics said on Wednesday. A Reuters poll of economists had pointed to an annual rate of 3.5%.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK inflation slows to 3.4% in February        
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        Trade will be high on agenda during Xi’s visit to Paris in May, sources say    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Yew Lun Tian, Laurie Chen and John Irish BEIJING/PARIS (Reuters) – Trade will be high on the agenda when Chinese President Xi Jinping meets his French counterpart Emmanuel Macron in Paris in May, diplomatic sources say, Xi’s first Europe trip in five years amid mounting EU-China tensions. Macron was given an unusually lavish reception…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Trade will be high on agenda during Xi’s visit to Paris in May, sources say        
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        EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm imports    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                BRUSSELS (Reuters) -The European Union reached a provisional agreement on Wednesday to grant Ukrainian food producers tariff-free access to its markets until June 2025, albeit with new limits on imports of grains. The European Commission proposed in January to suspend duties and quotas on Ukrainian farm produce for a further year, with an “emergency brake”…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm imports        
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        Britain’s FCA finds flaws in retirement advice market    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has written to financial advisors to demand reviews on how they provide retirement income advice, following an assessment of good practice in the industry in line with its Consumer Duty rules. The watchdog said on Wednesday it had identified some examples where firms were not taking account…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Britain’s FCA finds flaws in retirement advice market        
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        UK minister calls on sports to review inclusion policies to ensure fairness in women’s sport    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – Britain’s sports minister Lucy Frazer has said all sporting bodies in the country should look carefully at their rules on transgender athletes competing in women’s sports to ensure fairness. Global governing bodies for cricket, cycling, athletics, swimming and chess have tightened their participation rules for transgender players in elite women’s competitions over the…            
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        Credit Market Euphoria Is Like Rate Hikes Never Happened    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The most punishing interest-rate hikes since the 1980s. The high degree of uncertainty over when and how quickly central bankers will start reversing them. Yet another US lender hitting trouble barely a year after debt markets were upended by the collapse of one of the world’s biggest banks. Credit investors have shrugged all…            
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        Spar of S. Africa Focuses on Home Market After Poland Exit    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Spar Group Ltd., South Africa’s second-largest grocer by revenue, plans to cut debt and focus on its home market after exiting Poland this year.  The company, which is in talks to restructure its obligations, expects withdrawing from the loss-making Polish unit will free up about 500 million rand ($27 million) of earnings a…            
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        Nestle Faces Investor Challenge Over Healthy Food Targets    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Nestle SA is facing a formal demand from some shareholders, including Legal & General Investment Management, to significantly improve the amount of healthy food the Swiss consumer group sells.  A coalition of investors, led by ShareAction, has filed a resolution asking the maker of Kit Kat chocolate bars to set an internationally accepted…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Nestle Faces Investor Challenge Over Healthy Food Targets        
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        Former Credit Suisse APAC Head Low Joins Private Equity Firm GIP    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Edwin Low, Credit Suisse’s former chief executive officer for the Asia Pacific region, has joined private equity firm Global Infrastructure Partners, according to people with knowledge of the move. Low has become a partner at GIP working on emerging markets investment, the people said, asking not to be named as the information isn’t…            
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        SNB Says Review of UBS Capital Needed Due to Increased Scale    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Swiss regulators should re-examine the capital requirements placed on UBS Group AG in the light of its increased size following the takeover of Credit Suisse, the Swiss National Bank said.  “The systemic importance of UBS has increased considerably with the acquisition of Credit Suisse,” the central bank said in its annual report published…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: SNB Says Review of UBS Capital Needed Due to Increased Scale        
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        UK regulator proposes further cuts to Heathrow charges    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s aviation regulator said it could further reduce the fees charged by Heathrow Airport, the country’s largest hub, next year and in 2026, as it started a six week consultation on the matter. The Civil Aviation Authority said on Wednesday that it could potentially lower by 6% the proposed cap on passenger…            
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        Stocks Mixed Ahead of Fed Meeting While Yen Slides: Markets Wrap    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — US and European equity futures fell while benchmarks in Asia traded mixed ahead of the Federal Reserve’s policy decision later Wednesday. The yen extended its decline. Contracts for the S&P 500 inched lower in Asian trading after touching a fresh high Tuesday. Nasdaq 100 futures also slipped after a rally in Nvidia helped…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Stocks Mixed Ahead of Fed Meeting While Yen Slides: Markets Wrap        
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        Far-right AfD peppers Germany’s top court with complaints, accused of blocking tactics    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Ursula Knapp and Thomas Escritt KARLSRUHE, Germany (Reuters) – Germany’s far-right AfD party has filed more than 20 cases at its top court alleging its rights are being infringed, according to a Reuters analysis of data, a tactic the AfD’s critics say is meant in part to gum up democracy and the rule of…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Far-right AfD peppers Germany’s top court with complaints, accused of blocking tactics        
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        Ukraine’s foreign minister to visit India next week, sources say    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – Ukraine’s foreign minister, Dmytro Kuleba, will visit India next week as Kyiv looks to build support for its peace plan, two Indian officials aware of the matter said, the first visit by a top Ukrainian leader since Russia’s invasion over two years ago. New Delhi, which has traditionally had close economic and defence…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ukraine’s foreign minister to visit India next week, sources say        
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        How the Bank of Japan’s plan for a smooth stimulus exit stumbled    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Leika Kihara, Takahiko Wada and Mariko Katsumura TOKYO (Reuters) – The Bank of Japan’s strategy for an orderly exit from years of massive stimulus unraveled on an overcast day in December when Governor Kazuo Ueda and two deputies gathered at the bank’s Tokyo headquarters. Inflation was slowing more than expected, complicating the central bank’s…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: How the Bank of Japan’s plan for a smooth stimulus exit stumbled        
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        Swiss Buyout Firm Partners Eyes $5 Billion of Infrastructure Asset Sales    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Partners Group Holding AG is considering the sale of some of its infrastructure assets with a combined value of more than $5 billion as the Swiss buyout firm seeks to take advantage of investor appetite in the sector, according to people familiar with the matter.  The firm is speaking with advisers as it…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Swiss Buyout Firm Partners Eyes $5 Billion of Infrastructure Asset Sales        
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        Vodafone Wraps Overhaul With €8 Billion Italy Deal, Buyback    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Vodafone Group Plc struck an €8 billion ($8.7 billion) deal to sell its Italian business to Swisscom AG, bringing to a close a years-long divestment effort and setting the stage for a shake-up of the fiercely competitive Italian market. Swisscom will merge Vodafone Italia with its Fastweb SpA subsidiary, and the deal is…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Vodafone Wraps Overhaul With €8 Billion Italy Deal, Buyback        
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        Switzerland Shows No Signs of Changing the SNB After Jordan’s Long Reign    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland could have the best chance in years to revamp its central bank right now, if the country actually wanted it. The prospect of new management at the Swiss National Bank offers the government a rare opportunity to spruce up a famously conservative institution. Read a German version. Subscribe to our German newsletter.…            
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        Signa Prime, Kuehne in Talks on Emergency Loan to Buy Time    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Signa Prime and the holding company of logistics billionaire Klaus-Michael Kuehne are in talks about handing the insolvent property firm a lifeline as creditors meet to discuss its restructuring plan. Kuehne Holding, a Signa Prime shareholder, and some banks are considering an emergency loan for more than €100 million ($109 million), according to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Signa Prime, Kuehne in Talks on Emergency Loan to Buy Time        
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        ‘Most-Crowded Trade’ Drives S&P 500 to New Record: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders gearing up for the Federal Reserve decision sent stocks to fresh all-time highs amid gains in several big techs. Equities erased losses after a rebound in the “Magnificent Seven” cohort of tech megacaps — dubbed the “most-crowded trade” by Bank of America Corp. Nvidia Corp. rose on bets its new…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: ‘Most-Crowded Trade’ Drives S&P 500 to New Record: Markets Wrap        
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